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Three Approaches… 

…to the natural and built worlds (there are innumerable ways of nearing what is never reached)--Brenda 

Iijima’s limited edition 2014 Boaat Press book, Some Simple Things Said By And About Humans, Sydney 

Shen’s and Laurel Schwulst’s 2015 Ambient Works book Perfume Area, and Craig Dworkin’s 2019 

Kenning Editions book, The Pine-Woods Notebook—these books of poems acknowledge the limits of 

comprehension and apprehension, cognitive and affective, knowledges. And though the same 

limitations circumscribe what we might call ecological praxis, none of these constraints imply a lack of 

responsibility toward the natural and built worlds. Howa poet understands and enacts responsibility is 

varied, of course, and Iijima, Dworkin and the team of Shen and Schwulst offer interesting examples of 

what has come to be known as ecopoetics.  

Iijima’s Some Simple Things Said By And About Humans, made entirely from scratch (including the 

paper), type set by hand, enacts her vision of an ecological and ecopoetics sensibility that attempts to 

close the distance between self and other by direct, primarily tactile, encounters. The contrast between 

the thick, uneven, paper-mâché front and back cover, and the standard, regular typeset poems is a 

model of distance per se. Iijima’s found language and journalistic denotational descriptions of animals, 

the abbreviated histories of our encounters and exploitations of them (from zoo exhibitions and  space 

flight missions to drug and cosmetics tests), plays on another enactment of distance: the book’s title and 

the poems which are “About and By” the animal homo sapiens. It would be easy to see in this attempt to 

recover and acknowledge our animality the shadows of D.H. Lawrence, Robert Bly, Michael McClure and 

others. But Iijima isn’t interested in a metaphysics of the other; hence, her denotative/journalistic 

restraint. The seriousness with which she acknowledges human cruelty to other animals (e.g., the deaths 

of Laika and Ham sent up in, respectively, Russian and American spacecrafts) doesn’t preclude humor at 

our own expense (“On the other hand paw/Here I am.”—17). And her ecological consciousness is 

perhaps best displayed in the opening prosaic lines of “Polar Bears”: “Polar bears are poster children 

Think global warming think Polar Bear balancing on melting ice sheets Babies bleed of/starvation The 

federal court system must step in for the Polar bear before devastating practices of mountaintop 

removal in Appalachia….” The by-now common understanding that though the climate crisis begins well 

before industrialism and capitalism the latter have accelerated climate change is captured in the 

epigram that closes this poem: “The pedagogy of teachings that Now is universal.”  (31) The 

displacement of this traditional poetic form by its advertisement descendant—the hook—serves to yoke 

together educational and industrial forces into an intemporal present—that is, into the abstract figure of 

the global consumer. 

Universality is also an implicit trope in the very title of Sydney Chen’s and Laurel Schwulst’s 

(unfortunately sold-out) Perfume Area. This little book of 84 pages is a series of prose 

meditations/ejaculations/observations divided up into four sections: morning, afternoon, evening and 

night. A “key,” comprised of rating stars (one to five) for decoding the value of the prose pieces within 

each section is provided. However, the stars are linked to three values in the right column: one= 

memorable, three=forgettable, and five=memorable. Because two and four stars are not assigned 



morphemes, one is tempted to read the key as a bell curve whose apex is forgettable or the five-starred 

forgettable. But it’s possible that the memorable-forgettable-memorable column also maps onto Marx’s 

well-known M=C=M formula whereby money becomes money-plus—the origin of surplus value. The 

conversion of the commodity into a waystation through which money passes in order to add to itself 

implies that the worker, then, is also a kind of commodity situated between investment and return. For 

example, in the piece title “Le Labo Jasmin 17,” “the flowering trees” of a “confusing” “national park” 

“produce fruit” that is “more like gear.” And vice versa: ”Machines warm up just as you do.” (Blood 

Concept “O”).  The connections between capital and ecology are all over this book, starting with the 

irony of the title itself since perfume, by definition, cannot be confined to an area even though 

department stores make this claim in lieu of the more salacious (if truer)” Perfume Sold Here.”1 Perfume 

Area draws an absolute connection between ecology and etymology in “Helvetica the Perfume” where 

the “Swiss typeface” is understood to be “far from neutral,” the latter assertion a rejoinder to the 

inventors of the typeface who claimed that it, like the Swiss during the World Wars, were neutral. Thus, 

this piece begins, “Helvetica The Perfume consists only of water. This is, apparently, the scent of 

nothing.” (41) In Perfume Area ecology is the study of man-made systems, and ecopoetics is the practice 

of tracking the erasure of history and memory as a nonsite constructed by memory in order to profit as 

a surplus memory; the one exceeds a preceding (not a “first”) memory. The theology of capital is 

rendered here as a total ecology of conflation, construction and amnesia. Thus, as one example, 

Helvetica refers, etymologically, to the tribes that populated the geographical area of present-day 

Switzerland. They came into contact with, and were absorbed by, the Romans. This ordinary story of 

human migration, encounter and assimilation (or conquest) is, writ large, the essence of perfume. It may 

be subtle but it can no more be “neutral” than it can be confined to an “area.” 

If aromachology defines the position taken in Perfume Area, Craig Dworkin hacks into, and irreverently 

repurposes, the traditional, that is, Platonic, aesthetics of Kant and (some of) the Romantics in The Pine-

Woods Notebook. Inspired in part by the phenomenological aesthetics of Francis Ponge, Dworkin 

deploys citation and repetition (with variations) to construct what is finally a weirdly beautiful tonal and 

atonal meditation on the interplay of abstraction, concretion and linguistics. The aesthetic of the 

beautiful is apt here since Dworkin, relying on found discourses and terminologies, erases the boundary 

between culture and nature by way of assonance (“Aerosols bloom above boreal forests”--22), internal 

rhyme (“A liquid elixir of pine pitch mixed with pitch-pine switches quickens”—32) and alliteration 

(“Skyview factors the fraction of a field’s saturant blue”—18), the traditional devices of everyone from 

Donne and Pope to Wordsworth and Keats. Yet, these seductive wiles (for Dworkin understands the link 

between these poetic devices and the feminization of the natural world) scarcely veil the penetration of 

“beauty” by the “beast” of human products and waste (“Aerosols”). More to the point, Dworkin draws a 

direct link between so much “sighing” of the natural world, that “ahhh..” epiphany of nature poetics, 

and the fetishization of the human body: “The ankle’s tattoo with its archaic alphabet laid over veins, / 

silently traces the mute arabesques of the sandal’s loosed laces.” (24) The objectification of the body 

into apotheosized parts is not unlike the conversion of pine needle, branch, twig, trunk, and bark into 

metonyms of the fantasy of tranquility and ferocity as always “out there.” The Pine-Woods Notebook is a 

                                                           
1
 The authors, however, have their own origin story: As “Earth’s oldest mall” undergoes “excavation,” the 

mallologists discover “an obelisk that still emits a weird smell. Painted on the megalith with cochineal dye are 
glyphs that translate to Perfume Area. Research suggests this site is the lost origin of the word perfumeria.” (21) 



gem, a reminder that the “beautiful” is absolutely dependent on bracketing its conditions of possibility, 

not unlike those beautiful sunsets of modernity that index “natural” and “manmade” pollutants. 


